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The distributions and129Xe NMR chemical shifts of xenon in zeolite AgA have been measured in
a series of experiments by Moudrakovski, Ratcliffe, and Ripmeester@Proc. Internat. Zeolite
Conference, Quebec, 1995; unpublished#. We carry out grand canonical Monte Carlo~GCMC!
simulations of xenon in a rigid zeolite AgA lattice to provide the average Xen cluster shifts, and the
distributionsPn for comparison with their experiments. The GCMC results for the distributions, the
fraction Pn of the alpha cages containingn Xe atoms, are compared with the experimental
distributions in 12 samples and the agreement is excellent. The distributions in NaA and in AgA are
very similar, as can be established from the comparison of the dispersion of the distributions,
$^n2&2^n&2%, and both are different from the idealized hypergeometric distribution, in which the
component atoms occupy eight lattice sites per cage under mutual exclusion. The calculated
chemical shift increments@s(Xen)2s(Xen21)#AgA are in good agreement with experiment. The
differences between these and the increments in zeolite NaA, $@s(Xen)2s(Xen21)#AgA

2@s(Xen)2s(Xen21)#NaA%, are fairly small and are in good agreement with experiment. The
absolute129Xe chemical shifts of Xen in the alpha cages of AgA are nearly uniformly shifted by
about 40 ppm compared to the Xen clusters in NaA. This is attributed to the Fermi contact shifts
arising from the Ag0 metal atoms that form the linear Ag3

21 complexes that are found within the beta
cages of AgA. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!50535-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most zeolites contain exchangeable cations to bala
the anionic framework. Among various cations, silver is
special interest due to the reversible oxidation reduction
silver in zeolites. The light-sensitive hydrated silver zeolite
of interest for its potential to be used for light-write an
light-erase materials.3 Unlike other charge balancing cation
in zeolites, silver exists as Ag1 ion and as Ag0 to form vari-
ous sizes of silver clusters. Silver clusters, neutral,
charged, are formed and stabilized in the cavities and
channels of zeolitesA, X, andY, chabazite, mordenite, an
rho.3 Depending on the number, the location, and the oxi
tion number of silver in the zeolite, the latter provide vario
chemical environments, which have been studied by129Xe
NMR spectroscopy,4,5 by electron spin resonance~ESR!,6

and ir spectroscopy,7 and other methods. For example,129Xe
chemical shifts in the limit of zero loading inside silver ze
lite Y vary from 250 to 60 ppm relative to the isolated X
atom.5 The unusual and unexpected sign of the250 and
240 ppm shifts observed by Boddenberg, Fraissard,
co-workers4,5,8 is in contrast to all other129Xe NMR studies
on cation-exchanged NaX and NaY zeolites in which Xe
exhibits positive chemical shifts relative to the isolat
atom.9 In other Xe in AgX samples with positive129Xe
chemical shifts, the more positive chemical shifts compa
to Xe in NaX have been attributed to Xe-residual water a
Xe–Ag0 contributions.4 On the other hand, the unusual neg
tive chemical shifts have been attributed specifically

a!Electronic mail: cjj@sigma.chem.uic.edu
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Xe•••Ag1 ion interactions.4 Why should chemical shifts from
interactions of Xe with an Ag1 ion be different in sign from
interactions with Na1 and other cations? The only other e
ceptional behavior has been observed in the270 ppm Xe
chemical shift in Cu1-exchanged NaY where the Cu1 ions
are believed to be in site~III ! positions.10 These are only
some of the rather puzzling observations in Ag1- and
Cu1-exchanged NaY zeolites that await interpretation. I
particular, the negative chemical shifts relative to Xe gas
difficult to understand in these cases where Xe is in f
exchange.

129Xe NMR spectra for Xen clusters in AgA have been
reported by Moudrakovski, Ratcliffe, and Ripmeester.1,11

These spectra show separate Xen peaks, very analogous t
the spectra of Xe in NaA.12,13The same maximum loading~8
Xe atoms per alpha cage! is found, and similar chemical shif
increments in going from Xen to Xen11 but the whole spec-
trum of a progression of Xen peaks is shifted by 32–43 ppm
to higher chemical shifts compared to the spectra of Xen in
NaA. Two-dimensional exchange spectroscopy~2D-EXSY!
studies of Xe in these samples1 yielded rate constants fo
cage-to-cage migration that are very similar, although som
what larger than those reported from 2D-EXSY studies of
in NaA.14 The one aspect of Xe in AgA that is different is the
;140 ppm additional chemical shift of the entire spectru
compared to NaA. In all respects but this one, the Xen in
AgA appears to exhibit the same characteristics as Xen in
NaA. This is very promising, because the quantitative int
pretation of Xen in AgA by GCMC simulations may provide
some insight that can be transferred to the understandin
4373)/4373/11/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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4374 C. J. Jameson and H.-M. Lim: 129Xe NMR of Xen clusters in zeolite AgA
some of the puzzling observations of Xe chemical shifts
open network zeolites containing Ag1 ion. For example, we
have found that in order to understand the chemical shift
Xe in K1 ion substituted NaY, it was necessary to do th
experiments and quantitatively interpret the experimen
data of Xen in KA.15 In order to quantitatively interpret th
Xe chemical shifts in the open zeolite ‘‘CaA,’’ it was essen-
tial to first interpret the experimental Xe chemical shifts
the Xen trapped in the alpha cages of CaxNa1222xA, where
x51, 2, and 3.16 GCMC simulations should provide as d
tailed a description for Xe in the AgA system as it has bee
able to provide for Xe in NaA, and its cation-exchange
varieties, KA and CaxNa1222xA.15,16 In this article, we at-
tempt to provide an interpretation of the experimental129Xe
NMR spectroscopy results reported by Moudrakovski, Ra
liffe, and Ripmeester for ‘‘yellow AgA’’ samples in which
the relative intensities of the Xen peaks provide the fraction
of alpha cages containingn Xe atoms in 12 samples with
^n&Xe ranging from 1.45 to 7.55, and the distinct chemic
shifts of the Xen clusters in the alpha cages of AgA provide
information about the environment inside the cages forn Xe
atoms.1,2

II. METHODS

The GCMC simulation method we use here has b
described in detail previously.15,17 The V(Xe–Xe) potential
is a Maitland–Smith functional form fitted to the be
Xe–Xe potential for the pair interaction18

U~r !5eH 6

n26
r̄ 2n2

n

n26
r̄ 26J , r̄ 5r /r min ,

where n is allowed to vary with r according ton513
111(r̄ 21). The zeolite contribution to the129Xe chemical
shift is assumed to be pairwise sums just like the ene
sums, except summing over terms from pair shielding fu
tions rather than potential functions. We use a shield
function s(129Xe,Xe•••Ozeol) which has been derived from
ab initio quantum mechanical calculations of the39Ar shield-
ing in the presence of fragments of theA lattice, representing
4, 6, and 8 rings of the zeolite.19 The s(129Xe,Xe•••Xe)
shielding function is the same as was used in the prev
simulations.17 The potential functions and the shielding fun
tions are all cut and shifted in the usual manner.20 The
Norman–Filinov technique is used: a displacement ste
followed by two steps of particle creation or annihilatio
attempts.21 An attempted move is accepted with a probabil
Pacc given by

Pacc5min@1, exp~2DE/kBT!#, DE/kBT<180

Pacc50, DE/kBT.180

andDE is calculated from the configurational energy chan
between the old and new configuration and the impo
value of the configurational chemical potential. Some nu
ber of 105 cycles were discarded prior to the typically on
million cycles constituting the simulation proper, for ea
choice of chemical potential and temperature. All calcu
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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tions were done on an IBM RISC/6000 model 560 a
model 365. Data were collected as described previously17,22

to yield distributions~fractions of cages havingn Xe atoms!,
one-body distribution functions, pair distribution function
and properties of the individual Xen clusters. The aspects o
the GCMC simulation which are new in this work are d
scribed below.

A. Structure of Ag A

The structure of AgA is available from several source
for zeolites which have undergone different pretreatment23

different amounts of Ag exchanged starting from NaA,24 dif-
ferent Si/Al ratio,24 and different amounts of reduced Ag i
fully Ag1-exchanged AgA.25 When the reduction of Ag1 is
carried out in the dehydration step of the fully Ag1-
exchanged AgA, silver clusters form inside the beta cages
is known that the extent of Ag1 cation reduction depends o
the dehydration temperature.3 The yellow color of yellow
AgA appears at 378 K due to Ag3

11 clusters and the brick-
red color of ‘‘red AgA’’ appears at more severe dehydratio
conditions due to formation of larger sizes of clusters.23,24

X-ray diffraction of the ‘‘AgA-105’’ ~dehydration at 105 °C,
yellow!23 has Ag1 located in the 8 ring just as the cation si
II in NaA, and 6.72 molecules of localized water are fou
inside the alpha cage. X-ray diffraction of ‘‘AgA-430’’ ~de-
hydration at 430 °C, orange color! found no water and one
more reduced Ag than AgA-105 so the structure of the
former is very similar, in terms of existence of cation sites
II, and III and no water found, to the structure o
~Ag1!10~Ag0!2Si12Al12O47, refined by Kim and Seff using
single crystal x-ray diffraction.25 The structure of
~Ag1!88.5~Ag0!3.5Al12O46.25 refined by Kim et al.25 has no
cation in the 8-ring window so that Xe is able to be in fa
exchange between cages, as was observed in the orangeA
samples of Ripmeesteret al.1

We carried out trial GCMC simulations of Xe in AgA
from fully Ag1-exchanged NaA and fully dehydrated~no
residual water! and also in AgA fully Ag1 exchanged and
partially dehydrated~with some residual water!. Our results
reveal that more than 1 and no more than 2 water molec
are needed to keep the maximum occupancy of an alpha
to the 8 Xe atoms found experimentally and to get the or
of magnitude of (Xen2Xen21) chemical shift increments
that was found experimentally by Ripmeesteret al.2 Further-
more, there is experimental evidence~observation of
129Xe-1H cross-polarized Xen spectra and increase of129Xe
relaxation times upon decrease of residual water in the z
lite! that the AgA used in the experiments by Moudrakovsk
Ratcliffe, and Ripmeester have water molecules present
side the alpha cages. Therefore, to represent the yellow AA
samples used by Ripmeesteret al., we consider a fully Ag1

exchanged partially dehydrated AgA based on Gellens’ x-ray
powder diffraction data on yellow AgA. That is, each alpha
cage contains 11 Ag1 cations and one reduced Ag0 ion and 2
water molecules inside each alpha cage based on the w
positions found by Gellens.23

The unit cell composition used in the simulation
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4375C. J. Jameson and H.-M. Lim: 129Xe NMR of Xen clusters in zeolite AgA
~Ag1!88~Ag0!8Si96Al96O380•~H2O!16. The remaining charge
is assumed to be balanced by one hydrogen per alpha c
but in our simulations the contributions from the hydroge
are neglected. We built a simulation box with two types
alpha cages alternating in the unit cell, satisfying the ove
experimental~diffraction! population of Ag. The procedure
of selecting the position of Ag1 cations and water molecule
based on x-ray data and their interatomic energies can
summarized as follows. There is much more cation disor
in AgA than in zeoliteA with other cations. For example
there are three unique positions for site I in the center of
6 ring and two unique positions for site II. The experimen
~diffraction! populations of cation sites is roughly satisfie
by using two types of alpha cages~4 ‘‘ A-type’’ alpha cages
and 4 ‘‘B-type’’ alpha cages in a unit cell! with different
number of cations, rather than using a single type of al
cage with some hybrid coordinates considering in and
positions of cation site I and two different positions of cati
site II. This is the same reason for choosing two types
cages in building the simulation box for KA.15 The distribu-
tion of the Ag ions among the partially occupied equivale
positions provided by the x-ray diffraction data of Gelle
et al.23 are assigned by considering the Coulomb energy

We label the Ag1 ions with the type of cation site (I)a
1,

(I) a
2, and (I)b , or ~II !1 and ~II !2. First, the Ag0 and 2Ag~I!b

positions are chosen so that they form the experiment
found linear Ag3

21 cluster in the beta cages. The Ag~I!b in an
alpha cage and the Ag~I!b in the second nearest alpha ca
participate to form the linear triatomic Ag3

21 cluster. Ag0 and
2Ag~I! are assumed to be in analogous positions forA- and
B-type alpha cages.

Second, the repulsive coulomb energy of Ag1 ions is
calculated for one unit cell, applying the minimum ima
convention. All possible configurations of Ag1 ions with
fixed locations of Ag0 and 2Ag~I!b are considered forA-type
alpha cages but only certain configurations of Ag1 ions in
B-type cage are considered, with the following assumpti
to reduce the number of possible configurations:~a! As
stated above, Ag0 and two Ag~I!b are in the analogous pos
tions in B-type alpha cage as in theA-type cage so that the
Ag3

21 cluster is located in analogous positions in every ca
~b! Of the Ag1 ions in the cation sites~II !1 and~II !2 located
in the 8 ring, one Ag~II !1 and two Ag~II !2, are in analogous
positions for two types of cage.~c! The two Ag~I!a

2 positions
in theA-type cage are assigned and the analogous locatio
chosen for the single Ag~I!a

2 in the B cage.
To find the lowest energy arrangement of ions amo

the equivalent positions given by x-ray diffraction, we u
electrostatic energy calculations. The size of the system
calculations of the electrostatic interactions starts from
one unit cell, with a number of neighboring unit cells whic
is expanded systematically up to the final calculation of o
unit cell surrounded by 26 other unit cells. The ordering
the energy for various Ag1 ion configurations in the com
binedA-B cages is found to be invariant upon increasing
number of cages in the system up to 27 unit cells.

Third, the configuration of water molecules is foun
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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based on charge-dipole and dipole-dipole interaction ene
The unlocalized 6.72 H2O in partially dehydrated AgA is
found by x-ray powder diffraction.23 Using reflectance spec
troscopy, from the intensity of the water band with respec
that of the fully hydrated samples, Gellenset al. estimated
only 1.5 H2O molecules per unit cell of the yellow form o
AgA are left.23 Considering the maximum number of X
atoms found in an alpha cage by Ripmeester’s experim
i.e., 8 Xe, our GCMC simulations indicate that the number
H2O molecules left inside each alpha cage should not exc
3. The possibility of having 2 or 2.5~in which case, half of
the alpha cages have 2 water molecules and the other
have 3 water molecules! or 3 water molecules inside eac
alpha cage has been examined in GCMC simulations.
case of having 2.5 or 3 water molecules has been elimina
in our work, since this would result in infrequent inciden
of Xe8 and moreover lead to very large discrepancies in
increments of (Xen2Xen21) chemical shifts compared with
the experimental results. Starting from the lowest ene
configuration of Ag for a unit cell~with A/B cages!, the
minimum energy configuration of two water molecules i
side each alpha cage was chosen out of the original
equivalent H2O positions found in the x-ray diffraction.23 In
fact, these 12 water molecule positions are not equiva
anymore after Ag1 ion locations have been chosen so th
cation configuration give the lowest coulomb energy.
turned out that the difference in the charge-charge ener
for Ag1•••Ag1 interaction can be smaller than the differen
in charge-dipole energies for Ag1•••H2O in various configu-
rations of Ag1 so all possible unique configurations of Ag1

in the above step were again considered here to find out
lowest energy configurations of Ag1 ions with 2 H2O in the
alpha cage. All possible configurations of H2O in each
unique configuration of Ag1 in a unit cell ~A and B com-
bined cages! were considered. We found that 2 H2O in analo-
gous positions inA- andB-type cages gives lower energie
The lowest energy configuration of two water and 11 A1

and Ag0 in A and B cages is found based on the sum
coulomb energy for Ag1•••Ag1, dipole-dipole energy for
H2O-H2O, and charge-dipole energy for Ag1•••H2O. This
configuration is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, Ag1 cations
are represented by ‘‘1’’ symbol except for Ag~I!a

1 which is
coordinated to 3 oxygen atoms in the 6 ring and Ag~I!b

which is coordinated to Ag0 to form the linear Ag3
21 cluster.

One Ag1 cation and two oxygen atoms from H2O are located
in analogous positions forA and B cage except for one
Ag~I!a

2 in the A cage in the position of Ag~I!a
1 in B cage.

There is only one Ag0 per alpha cage but 4 Ag0 are shown in
Fig. 1 for two alpha cages. The two extra Ag0 atoms belong
to neighboring alpha cages located next to the two al
cages shown in Fig. 1. The shared extra Ag0 atoms are
shown there to mark the position of the linear cluster
Ag3

21 formed with Ag~I!b inside two alpha cages shown i
the figure. Similarly, there are actually only three cation~II !
sites per alpha cage due to sharing with neighboring ca
but 11 sites are shown in the figure for completeness.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4376 C. J. Jameson and H.-M. Lim: 129Xe NMR of Xen clusters in zeolite AgA
B. Shielding functions for Xe–Ag A

The intermolecular chemical shifts of129Xe in the Xen
clusters inside the alpha cages of AgA are calculated as pair
wise sums of Xe–O shielding contributions from O in t
zeolite framework and O in the water molecules, t
Xe–Ag1 contributions, and the Xe–Xe contributions. Th
shielding functions(Xe–Ozeol) used here is the same as
previous work,15 which was based onab initio calculations
of rare gas atom shielding function in the presence of a z
lite fragment.19 The shielding contribution from the O atom
of H2O were considered to be the same as for O atoms in
framework and the contributions of H atoms in H2O to Xe
shielding are neglected. Consistent with this, the contri
tions from the charge-balancing hydrogens in the zeo
framework are neglected. There is as(Xe–Ag1) shielding
function in the literature, shown in Fig. 2 calculated usi
the individual gauge for localized orbitals~IGLO! method.26

The peculiar shape of this function prompted us to doab
initio calculations for comparison. Since the Ag neutral at
basis set but not the Ag1 ion basis set is available from th

FIG. 1. The configuration of 11 Ag1 and one Ag0 and two water molecules
in A- and B-type alpha cages of AgA. Cations are represented by the1

symbol except Ag~I!a
1 which is coordinated to 3 oxygen atoms in the 6 rin

and Ag~I!b which is coordinated to Ag0 to form the linear Ag3
21 cluster. Ag

and two oxygen atoms from H2O are located in analogous positions forA
andB cage except one more Ag~I!a

2 in A cage in the position of Ag~I!a
1 in B

cage. The positions are based on the diffraction results for yellow AgA from
Gellenset al. ~see Ref. 23!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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e

handbook, the ion basis set was made from the given b
set of Ag atom27 by deleting the basis orbital describing 5s.
The validity of obtaining a suitable ion basis by deleting t
outermosts function was checked by comparing the39Ar
shielding calculated for Ar–Na1 and Ar–Rb1 using the op-
timized ion basis set for the Na1 and Rb1 cations with the
39Ar shielding calculated using an ion basis set made up
deleting the outers orbital of the atom basis set. The diffe
ence was negligible. Thus we carried outab initio calcula-
tions of the39Ar shielding as a function of Ar–Ag1 distance,
using the gauge-including atomic orbitals~GIAO! method
with a 6-311G** basis set for Ar and a basis set for Ag1

modified from the Huzinaga basis set of Ag atom by delet
the basis orbital describing the 5s. Thes(Xe–Agzeol) shield-
ing function is obtained by scaling in the usual way from t
shielding function ofs(Ar–Ag1). The electronic properties
of Xe and Ar used in the scaling are as before.17 The ioniza-
tion potential of Ag1 is 22.5437 eV obtained fromab initio
calculation for Ag1 using Koopman’s theorem and th
r 0(Ar–Agzeol) is assumed to be the same asr 0(Ar–Ne)
53.146 Å. In Fig. 2, thes(Xe–Agzeol) scaled from the
s(Ar–Ag1) is compared with thes(Xe–Ag1) values re-
ported by Freitaget al.26 at various distances. The scale
shielding functions(Xe–Agzeol) is overall of the same shap

FIG. 2. The 129Xe shielding function of Xe–Ag1 scaled from the39Ar
shielding function obtained from fitting ofab initio values of39Ar shielding
for Ar–Ag1 is compared with the shielding function obtained from th
fitting of Freitag’sab initio values for Xe shielding of Xe–Ag1 ~see Ref.
26!.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4377C. J. Jameson and H.-M. Lim: 129Xe NMR of Xen clusters in zeolite AgA
FIG. 3. The potential energy surface of single Xe in theA type of AgA cage
for selected levels~a! z53.541, ~b! z54.772, ~c! z56.004, ~d! z57.235,
and ~e! z58.467 Å.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No

Downloaded 11 Jan 2007 to 149.132.99.84. Redistribution subject to AIP
as Freitaget al.’s shielding function but shifted to smallerr
range by about 0.1 Å. Theab initio points of Xe–Ag1

shielding from Freitaget al.26 were also fitted to a shielding
function which is a sum ofr 26, r 28, r 210, and r 212 terms
for use in GCMC simulations. Although we carried o
GCMC simulations with this shielding function, the diffe
ences between the results using ours and theirs, all o
conditions being kept the same, are not large enough to w
rant further comment. The results reported here are th
GCMC simulations using the scaleds(Xe–Agzeol) shielding
function.

C. Potential function for Xe–Ag A

The potential energy of Xe-zeolite interactions is e
pressed as sums of the pairwise potentials of Xe–Ozeol,
Xe–OH2O, and Xe–Agzeol. Assuming the same effective po
tential V(Xe–Ozeol) for all A zeolites, we use the sam
VLJ~Xe–O! potential function as in previous work15,17,28and
we use thisVLJ~Xe–O! also for the Xe interaction with O
atoms of the water molecules. Interactions of Xe with
atom in H2O were neglected in this work. The estimate
potential function for Xe–Ag interaction hasr 0(Xe–Agzeol)

FIG. 4. The distribution of Xe atoms among alpha cages of zeolite AgA in
selected samples at 300 K from GCMC simulations are compared with
experimental data from Moudrakovskiet al. ~see Refs. 1 and 2!.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4378 C. J. Jameson and H.-M. Lim: 129Xe NMR of Xen clusters in zeolite AgA
smaller thanr 0(Xe–Nazeol) ande(Xe–Agzeol)/kB larger than
e(Xe–Nazeol)/kB , based on the ratios of these quantities
the Xe-cation interaction potentials obtained from coup
electron pair approach~CEPA! calculations,26 or based on
the pair potentials obtained by using the Kirkwood–Mu¨ller
formula.29 We had previously used the potenti
VLJ~Xe–Nazeol! with r 053.676 Å ande/kB539.08 K. Obvi-
ously the potential function for the gas phase pair Xe•••Ag1

would have a deeper potential well and a shorterr 0 than the
Xe interaction potential with an Ag1 ion coordinated to oxy-
gen atoms in the zeolite. Starting with the estimated poten
energy from CEPA calculations of Xe interacting with Ag1

ion,26 or using the Kirkwood Mu¨ller formula,29 the Lennard–
Jones potential of Xe–Agzeol is adjusted. The extreme limit
of parameters found for the potential function of Xe–Ag
the GCMC simulations of Xe in AgA are as follows:
r 0(Xe–Ag)53.4 Å seems to be obviously too small an
e(Xe–Agzeol)/kB5120 K seems to be obviously too larg
Any set of potential parameters nearr 0(Xe–Ag)53.67
60.1 Å and e(Xe–Ag)/kB550620 K was found to give
reasonable agreement with maximum occupancy of the a

FIG. 5. The dispersion of Xe distributions in AgA from GCMC simula-
tions are compared with the dispersion of the experimental distribu
at 300 K from Moudrakovskiet al. ~see Refs. 1 and 2!. Also shown are
the dispersion of the Xe distribution in NaA from GCMC simulations
~see Ref. 17! and experiments~see Ref. 12! and the hypergeometric distri
bution.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No

Downloaded 11 Jan 2007 to 149.132.99.84. Redistribution subject to AIP
d
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cages and experimental increments of Xe chemical sh
We do not have a unique set of parameters
VLJ~Xe–Agzeol!. In this work, r 053.67 Å ande/kB550 K
was chosen for all GCMC simulations of Xe in AgA.

III. RESULTS

The potential energy surface for a single Xe atom ins
an A-type cage is shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding figu
for the B-type cage is very similar and is not shown he
The potential energy surface of a single Xe atom inside
alpha cage of AgA has an unsymmetrical shape due to t
excluded volume made by the presence of two water m
ecules inside the alpha cage located at~3.057 94, 9.25 706,
6.1575 Å! and ~3.057 94, 6.1575, 9.257 06 Å!. In addition,
there is the excluded volume from one Ag~I!a

2 ion displaced
into the B-type alpha cage and the two Ag~I!a

2 ions in the
A-type cage. As shown in the potential energy surfaces
Fig. 3, the additional Ag~I!a

2 ion located inside theA-type
alpha cage excludes as large a space at levelz53.541 Å as
the water molecules do. In theB-type cage, the volume ex
cluded by the Ag~I!a

1 ion in the same 6 ring can be seen at t
same level.

The distribution of Xe atoms among the alpha cages
AgA obtained from the GCMC simulations at four differe
Xe loadings at 300 K are plotted in Fig. 4. These and
other eight samples not shown are in good agreement
Ripmeester’s experimental distribution of Xe atoms in AgA,

n

TABLE I. Experimental Xen chemical shifts and increments of Xen chemi-
cal shifts in AgA, ppm at 300 K~see Ref. 2!, are compared with experi-
mental Xen chemical shifts and increments of Xen chemical shifts in NaA
~see Ref. 12!.

d(Xen) d(Xen)2d(Xen21)

AgA AgA2NaA AgA AgA2NaA

Xe1 111.1 36.3
Xe2 127.9 35.6 16.8 20.7
Xe3 145.8 34.1 17.9 21.5
Xe4 165.5 32.3 19.7 21.8
Xe5 190.9 32.5 25.7 0.5
Xe6 219.8 36.4 28.9 3.8
Xe7 270.5 42.2 50.7 5.6
Xe8 315.9 43.6 45.4 1.7

TABLE II. The Xe–O, Xe–Ag1, and Xe–Xe contributions to129Xe chemi-
cal shifts of Xen in the alpha cages of AgA from GCMC simulations.

Xe–Ozeol Xe–OH2O Xe–Agzeol Xe–Xe
Xe–Ag0

estimated

Xe1 60.6 6.1 6.3 0 38.1
Xe2 61.0 6.4 6.3 13.7 40.5
Xe3 61.9 6.7 6.2 29.3 41.7
Xe4 63.4 7.3 6.0 46.4 42.5
Xe5 66.3 7.8 5.8 65.4 45.5
Xe6 69.6 8.2 5.5 87.5 49.1
Xe7 80.8 8.2 3.7 129.1 48.7
Xe8 89.5 9.0 2.2 171.0 44.2
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4379C. J. Jameson and H.-M. Lim: 129Xe NMR of Xen clusters in zeolite AgA
derived from the relative intensities of the Xen peaks in their
129Xe NMR spectra.1 The dispersion of the Xe distribution
$^n2&Xe2^n&Xe

2 %, in AgA at 300 K from experimental data o
Ripmeesteret al. and from our GCMC simulations are plo
ted in Fig. 5 to compare with the distribution of Xe atom
among the alpha cages of NaA and also with that predicted
from the hypergeometric distribution model. The hyperge
metric distribution is added for comparison, since it has b
established that this model distribution can reasonably re
duce the experimental distribution of Xe in alpha cage
NaA in samples at low to medium Xe loading but can devi
significantly at high loadings.12,13 We see in Fig. 5 that the
dispersion of the experimental distributions of Xe ato
among the alpha cages of NaA and AgA are very similar.
Both deviate significantly from the strictly statistical hype
geometric model in the same way. In addition, we see
the distributions obtained from GCMC simulations are
good agreement with the experimental distributions in a g
eral way~as described by the dispersion!. There appears to
be a small difference in the dispersion of the experimen
Xe distributions in NaA and AgA, toward smaller disper-
sions in AgA at high Xe loadings, although it is not clea
whether this is real outside the experimental uncertaintie

The experimental Xen chemical shifts in AgA are com-
pared with Xen in NaA in Table I. The129Xe chemical shifts
of Xen inside the alpha cages of AgA obtained from the
GCMC simulations are given in Table II. The separate c
tributions of Xe–Ozeol, Xe–OH2O, Xe cation, Xe–Xe, and the
estimated contribution of Xe–Ag0 are shown in Table II. A
comparison with the separate contributions to the chem
shifts of Xen in NaA is shown in Table III. The GCMC
simulations give only Xen chemical shifts composed o
Xe–Ozeol, Xe–OH2O, Xe–Agzeol, and Xe–Xe contributions
and the difference between the absolute shielding fr
GCMC and the experiment~or the chemical shifts relative to
free Xe atom! is attributed to Xe–Ag0 contribution, in the
magnitude of 38–49 ppm.

The chemical shift increments in AgA from GCMC
simulations is compared with that from experiment in Fig.
These increments are in reasonable agreement with ex
ment. We can also compare the difference of chemical s
increments between AgA and NaA obtained from GCMC
simulations and experiment. Here, only the qualitative f

TABLE III. Comparison of the Xe–O, Xe cation, and Xe–Xe contributio
to Xen in AgA with chemical shifts in NaA, from GCMC simulations.

Xe–Ozeol

AgA2NaA
Xe–Mzeol

AgA2NaA
Xe–Xe

AgA2NaA

Xe1 2.2 211.6 0
Xe2 2.2 211.7 21.5
Xe3 2.2 211.9 22.4
Xe4 2.4 212.3 24.0
Xe5 1.5 212.8 27.8
Xe6 1.3 213.4 210.6
Xe7 4.2 215.7 23.6
Xe8 6.4 217.6 20.7
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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ture, that the sign changes from~2! to ~1! in going to larger
size of clusters, is reproduced from GCMC simulations,
shown in Fig. 7. These are fairly small numbers, so we c
not expect much better agreement, given the approxim
potential functions used here.

The larger chemical shifts of Xen in AgA compared to
NaA is partly due to the water molecules inside the alp
cage in AgA, but the water contributions are far too small
account for the 32.3–43.6 ppm difference. The number
H2O molecules per alpha cage in AgA can be estimated to b
no more than 3 even without the aid of GCMC simulation
due to maximum size of Xen cluster observed in AgA being
Xe8. In fact from GCMC simulations, the Xe–O contribu
tions coming from the H2O molecules is 6.1–9.0 ppm fo
Xe12Xe8, with the larger contribution for the larger size o
Xen clusters. The slightly larger Xe–O contributions to th
Xen chemical shifts in AgA compared to that in NaA is re-
lated to the effectively slightly larger AgA cage, which also
results in a slightly smaller Xe–Xe contribution in AgA than
in NaA, as shown in Table III. The chemical shift differenc
caused by the small difference in cage size is small, as ca
expected from finding the same maximum number (Xe8) in
both NaA and AgA.

What about the Xe-cation contribution? The Xe-cati
contribution to the Xen chemical shifts is much smaller fo

FIG. 6. The chemical shift increments for Xen in AgA at 300 K from
GCMC simulations are compared with the experimental data from Moud
kovski et al. ~see Ref. 2!.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4380 C. J. Jameson and H.-M. Lim: 129Xe NMR of Xen clusters in zeolite AgA
Xe–Ag1 ion than for Xe–Na1 ~see Table III!, as can be
expected from a direct comparison of shielding functio
s(Xe–Nazeol) and s(Xe–Agzeol). Intermolecular shielding
functions have been shown30–32 to have the form of the
shielding function for Xe–Ag1 ion in Fig. 2. That is, relative
to the isolated atom, the shielding is zero at infinite sepa
tions, then becomes negative as the intermolecular dista
decreases, reaches a minimum and then increases a
heading toward the positive shielding of the united at
limit at very short distances. For all the rare gas—other s
tems previously investigated, the minimum in the shield
function occurs at distancesmuch much shorterthan ther 0

of the intermolecular potential energy function.30–32 Thus,
even at very high temperatures, the regions of positive in
molecular shielding are not sampled, leading to intermole
lar shifts that are deshielding relative to the isolated sys
~i.e., always positive intermolecular chemical shifts for ra
gas nuclei!. In contrast, the calculated shielding functio
s(Xe–Ag1) shown in Fig. 2 has its minimum at a distan
greater than ther min53.04 Å of theV~Xe–Ag1!CEPA poten-
tial energy function reported by Freitaget al.26 and reaches a
positive shielding value at 3.7 Å! The Xe–Ag1 chemical
shift contribution is smaller than Xe–Na1 but not negative
~see Table II!, which means the negative chemical shift~that
is, positive shielding! portion of the Xe–Agzeol shielding

FIG. 7. The difference in the chemical shift increments between AgA and
NaA at 300 K from GCMC simulations are compared with the experimen
data from Moudrakovskiet al. ~see Ref. 2!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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function at small separations~Fig. 2! does not overwhelm the
positive chemical shift portion in the averaging of Xen

chemical shifts in yellow AgA. In AgA, the cation contribu-
tion is actually decreasing with increasing size of Xen clus-
ters ~see Table II!, which is quite different from the case o
all contributions~Xe–O, Xe cation, Xe–Xe! to the chemical
shift of Xen in NaA, and quite different from all the othe
contributions in AgA. This is to the due to the unique loca
tion of the shielding minimum in thes(Xe–Agzeol) shielding
function relative to theV(Xe–Ag) potential minimum, lead-
ing to a positive Xe chemical shift relative to the isolated X
atom at all distances less than 3.7 Å from Freitag’s work26

or at all distances less than 3.6 Å from our work.

IV. DISCUSSION

The difference of 35–45 ppm in the absolute chemi
shift of Xen clusters from GCMC simulations compared
experiment is attributed here to the presence of one Ag0 in-
side each beta cage. The estimated magnitude of the Xe–0

contribution in Table II is obtained by subtracting GCM
chemical shifts of Xen from the experimental chemical shift
of Xen . The 35–45 ppm larger shift is consistent with the
ppm larger chemical shifts found for Xe in AgX ~after reduc-
tion at 100 or 300 °C! compared to Xe in NaX,4,33 which had
been attributed to Ag0 sites in the reduced AgX zeolite. A
strong metal–xenon interaction is hinted at in these artic
but neither the number of Ag0 atoms nor their locations ar
identified. There may well be a strong Xe–Ag0 interaction
energy, but the x-ray diffraction data show the Ag0 atoms
inaccessible to the Xe in the alpha cage by being in
center of the linear Ag3

21 clusters in the beta cages. Thu
only the ends of the linear Ag3

21 clusters are accessible to th
Xe atoms. How then do we account for the 35–45 ppm sh
observed? We believe the unpaired electron shared by t
three Ag1 ions can be expected to be somewhat delocali
over all three rather than localized at the center Ag. Thus,
Xe atom will experience the effects of the unpaired electr
The effects of the unpaired electrons in O2 and NO on Xe,
over and above the usual chemical shift second virial coe
cient of Xe interacting with a diamagnetic molecule, ha
been previously established.34–36In addition to the bulk mag-
netic susceptibility effects, which gives a positive chemic
shift contribution in a cylindrical sample parallel to the ma
netic field when unpaired electrons contribute to the susc
tibility, there is also some contribution from the Fermi co
tact interaction, leading to a highly temperature depend
positive chemical shift larger than that found for a diama
netic collision partner with about the same electric dipo
polarizability. This explanation has been advanced to in
pret the experimental temperature behavior of the den
coefficient of the Xe chemical shift in Xe–O2 mixtures and
Xe–NO mixtures.34–36 The effects of the Fermi contact in
teraction have been estimated theoretically in terms of
same mechanisms, overlap, and exchange, that are gene
responsible for intermolecular shifts of rare gas atoms i
calculation of Fermi contact shifts in Xe and NO by Buc

l
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Downloaded 11 Ja
TABLE IV. The Xe–O, Xe–Ag1, and Xe–Xe contribution to129Xe chemical shiftincrementsin AgA alpha
cage, compared with Xe chemical shift increments in NaA cage, all from GCMC simulations.

AgA AgA2NaA

Xe–Ozeol Xe–Ag Xe–Xe Xe–OH2O Xe–Ozeol Xe–M Xe–Xe

Xe22Xe1 0.4 0.0 13.7 0.3 0.0 20.1 21.5
Xe32Xe2 0.9 20.1 15.6 0.3 0.0 20.2 20.9
Xe42Xe3 1.5 20.1 17.1 0.6 0.2 20.3 21.6
Xe52Xe4 3.0 20.3 19.0 0.5 20.8 20.6 23.8
Xe62Xe5 3.2 20.3 22.1 0.4 20.3 20.6 22.8
Xe72Xe6 11.2 21.8 41.6 0.1 2.9 22.3 7.0
Xe82Xe7 8.7 23.3 42.0 0.8 2.2 23.4 4.4
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ingham and Kollman.37 We believe the 35–45 ppm shifts i
AgA to be largely due to the Fermi contact shift.

The small difference in the chemical shiftincrementsin
AgA and NaA in Table I can be explained by GCMC simu
lations. This case is different from Xen in KA compared to
Xen in NaA.15 In KA, the larger chemical shifts of Xen com-
pared to NaA are due to the larger shielding ofs(Xe–Kzeol)
combined with a deeper potential well ofV(Xe–K). The
monotonically larger increments of Xe chemical shifts in KA
compared to NaA are due to the larger excluded volume
KA mainly from the in-out placement of the K1 ions in the
alpha cages. Thus, the difference between the incremen
KA and NaA are monotonically positive and increasing wi
cluster size: 1.4, 1.9, 4.2, and 9.9 ppm. Simulations inA
did provide this trend.15 The Xen in AgA show only larger
chemical shifts with very similar increments to those fou
in NaA. The difference between the increments in AgA and
NaA are20.7, 21.5, 21.8, and 0.5 ppm~and 3.8, 5.6, and
1.7 ppm for the larger Xen clusters that were not observed
KA!. The GCMC simulations do provide the correct quali
tive trend here: negative changing over to positive, with aS
shape, as seen in Fig. 7, although the agreement is not q
titative. Finally, Table IV provides the analysis of the diffe
ent contributions to the (Xen2Xen21) incremental chemica
shifts. We see that, just as in NaA, the increments are domi
nated by the Xe–Xe contributions which are rapidly incre
ing with the shorter Xe–Xe distances for averaging of
shielding as the cage gets more crowded. The contribut
of Xe•••Ozeol to the chemical shift increments is small an
increasing slightly as the cage gets more crowded.
Xe•••Na1 contributions to the increments in NaA behave like
the Xe•••Ozeol increments, small and increasing slightly
the cage gets more crowded. But in AgA, the Xe•••Ag con-
tributions to the increments are negative and becom
slightly more negative as the cage gets more crowded.
peculiar position of the minimum shielding in the Xe•••Ag
shielding function relative to ther 0 of the potential function
is responsible for this. In other shielding functions, the d
tances in the region where the shielding function chan
sign are very short, and these distances are never samp
ordinary temperatures, thus, no contributions to the interm
lecular shift of unusual sign are observed. In contrast,
129Xe shielding relative to the isolated Xe atom in th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No

n 2007 to 149.132.99.84. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Xe•••Ag system changes sign at separations which
sampled at ordinary temperatures. As the cage gets m
crowded, contributions of unusual sign become more imp
tant. Nevertheless, they are small, as seen in Table IV an
not alter to a great extent the trends in the total Xen shifts
which are dominated by the Xe–Xe contributions. Therefo
the general behavior of the total Xen chemical shifts and
their increments in AgA look just like those of Xen in NaA.

It is interesting that observing the129Xe NMR spectrum
of Xen in AgA under magic angle spinning improves th
resolution well enough to observe that the Xe7 and Xe8 clus-
ters are present in two distinct peaks each, one smaller
the other.1,2 This indicates one of two things: that there are
least two distinct types of alpha cages in yellow AgA ~per-
haps with small differences in the locations of the Ag1 ions!
and only in the very crowded cages can these small dif
ences be probed by the Xe nuclei, or that the large numbe
Xe atoms in the crowded cages induce these alpha cag
distort away from the structure of half empty or empty cag
Incidentally, even in this experimental aspect, the Xen in
AgA behaves similarly to Xen in NaA, in which this behav-
ior was observed for the first time.38

There are some approximations used in this work t
could be improved upon. In this work, we have not separa
out the contributions to the polarization of Xe by the zeoli
the VLJ(Xe–Ozeol) and theVLJ(Xe–Agzeol) we used are ef-
fective potentials which represent the totality of Xe-zeol
interactions, including the induction terms. On the basis
GCMC simulations of Xen in NaA using both explicit and
implicit induction contributions, we expect that the distrib
tions and chemical shifts from simulations using explicit X
polarization terms in AgA will be very similar to the ones
found here. We could have doneab initio calculations on
AgA zeolite fragments~similar to those we carried out fo
NaA, KA, and CaA fragments! in order to obtain the
s(Xe•••Agzeol) shielding function, instead of using the mo
approximate Xe•••Ag1 model. In simulations of Xe in NaA,
using the Xe•••Na1 model for thes(Xe•••Nazeol) shielding
function tends to lead to larger Xe•••Na contributions to the
Xen shielding than using thes(Xe•••Nazeol) shielding func-
tion from the zeolite NaA fragment calculations.15 On this
basis, we expect that using the Xe•••Ag1 model leads to
s(Xe•••Agzeol) contributions that are likewise less accura
. 11, 15 September 1997
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but not necessarily in the same way because of the shap
the s(Xe•••Ag1) function.

With respect to the negative Xe chemical shift puzzles
AgY and AgX,4 unusual negative average Xe chemical sh
could arise from the Xe–Ag1 shielding functions shown in
Fig. 2, but this would require that the Xe atom take config
rations which are at all times shorter than 3.7 Å from t
Ag1 ion. Since Xe atoms in a zeolite are physisorbed rat
than chemisorbed, the larger fraction of configurations w
Xe•••Ag distances greater than 3.7 Å, giving positive chem
cal shift contributions, could easily overwhelm the negat
contributions coming from configurations with Xe•••Ag dis-
tances less than 3.7 Å. The positive chemical shift contri
tions from the more numerous Xe•••Ozeol interactions persist
Therefore, unless there exists some unusually strong ads
tion site separated from other possible Xe locations by h
energy barriers, it is difficult to imagine the Xe•••Ag1 shield-
ing functions in Fig. 2 giving negative average Xe chemi
shifts in zeolites.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results of Moudrakovski, Ratcliff
and Ripmeester for the Xe NMR spectra of Xe in yello
AgA1,2 has been simulated here using the grand canon
Monte Carlo method. The Xe–Agzeol shielding function,
s(Xe–Agzeol), is modeled from theab initio calculations of
39Ar shielding function in the Ar•••Ag1 system, scaled up to
the 129Xe shielding function using fundamental atomic pro
erties. This scaled function is very similar to that reported
Freitaget al. from ab initio calculations on the Xe•••Ag1 ion
system. This s(Xe–Agzeol) shielding function, and the
s~Xe•••Xe! and thes(Xe•••Ozeol) shielding functions used in
our previous work, averaged over the configurations gen
ated in GCMC simulations, provide the average shielding
Xen clusters in AgA. The number of water molecules re
maining in the alpha cages of yellow AgA are estimated to
be;2, from the maximum occupancy~8 Xe atoms! obtained
experimentally. The (Xen2Xen21) 129Xe chemical shift in-
crements in AgA are well reproduced by the simulation
These increments are similar to those found in the cage
NaA, but smaller for the small clusters and larger for t
larger clusters, which trend is also qualitatively reproduc
by the GCMC simulations. The only part of the Xen behavior
in AgA that is significantly different from Xen in NaA is the
difference in the absolute chemical shifts of Xen in AgA
compared to the corresponding Xen in NaA of about
140 ppm. We have attributed this to the unpaired elect
effects ~Fermi contact shifts! arising from interactions be
tween Xe and the ends of the Ag3

21 linear clusters located in
the beta cages and projecting into the alpha cages wher
Xen are found. This positive shift is of the correct sign to
expected of a Fermi contact shift.

The present work indicates that the Xe atoms interac
with Ag1 ions do not give unusual average chemical shi
that the distribution and chemical shift behavior of Xen in
AgA is not unusual in comparison to that of Xen in NaA.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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The unusual negative chemical shifts reported for Xe in f
exchange in zeolite AgY or AgX4,5,8 remain a puzzle and ca
not be attributed merely to strong interactions between
and Ag1 ions in the zeolite as originally proposed, sin
those reports of unusual shifts can not be reconciled with
very conventional behavior of Xen in AgA.
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